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package for subpackages of subclasses in Java? I have an abstract class that has some subclass, i.e.
there is a "parent-child" relationship between them. However, when the abstract class is compiled,
there is no need to reference the subclasses, because they will all be used directly by the abstract
class's clients. In order to make the code explicit, I want to specify the package of the subclasses
(i.e. "all of them are in the same package as the abstract class"). Is there any way to do this in Java
(without using the full source code)? Edit: My question does not apply to a compile-time packaging
mechanism like the Java Packaging API. It deals with a way to do this in Java at runtime, when all
the code is already loaded. A: In Java 8, you can use Wildcards for this purpose. Use the following
format as part of your code : package.*; class A extends ClassWithAbstractMethod {...} class B
extends ClassWithAbstractMethod {...} class C extends ClassWithAbstractMethod {...} ... Then you
can do something like the following to obtain the packages : String[] pkg = (String[]) ((Class)
((Object) c.getClass()).getClass().getDeclaredMethods().get("getSimpleName")).invoke(c); pkg =
pkg.filter(name -> name.startsWith("package.")); If you're not using Java 8, you should probably just
create a new package for all these classes. The Caring, Sharing and Giving heart in all of us Tag:
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